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Isabell Werth does not treat herself to a break. As soon as the most successful dressage rider in 
the world has made herself the most beautiful present at the CHIO on her 50th birthday with 
her 13th victory in the Grand Dressage Prix Aachen, she is already travelling to Dressage Cappeln 
International. At the sixth edition of this top event from July 26th to 28th at Gestüt Vorwerk, she 
will compete in the Grand Prix Tour with her Olympic and World Cup winner Weihegold OLD.  
After a competition break for embryo transfer, she waits impatiently for her assignment. 

Austria‘s dressage riders use Dressur Cappeln International for the final classification for the 
European Championships in Rotterdam/NED in August. From the Alpine Republic the World 
Championships sixth, European fifth and Olympic 13th, Victoria Max-Theurer, the European 
Championships 14th and World Cup finalist Belinda Weinbauer, the two-time European Champion 
Astrid Neumayer as well as the Grand Prix successful Florian Bacher and Stefan Lehfellner are 
expected.

„Our tournament will once again offer high-class and exciting sport this year,“ announced the 
tournament director and owner of the Vorwerk stud, Sissy Max-Theurer. The fact that the elite of 
the arena scene enjoy coming to Vorwerk stud so much is due to the optimal conditions and the 
pleasant atmosphere. 

The start is on Friday at 8.00 a.m. and 10.30 a.m. respectively with the two Grand Prix 
qualifications for the freestyle and the special. The race continues at 2.30 pm, 4 pm and 5.15 pm 
with the entry competitions for the five-, six- and seven-year-old dressage horses.

On Saturday, 27 July, the finals will be held at 7.30 a.m. for the five-year-olds and at 11.45 a.m. 
and 1.00 p.m. for the six- and seven-year-olds. In between, the participants of the Small Tour in 
St. Georges will start at 9.00 a.m.. The highlights in the afternoon will be the Inter A of the Middle 
Tour at 2.30 pm and the Grand Prix Free Dance at 4.40 pm. 

On Sunday the Inter II of the Middle Tour and the Grand Prix Special at 10.45 a.m. will take place  
at 8.00 a.m.. The tournament closing point will be set by the Inter I of the Small Tour at 13.30 hrs.

Admission is free.

Further information can be found at www.gestuet-vorwerk.de


